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 With the increasing importance of electrifi ed transport, the need for high 
energy density storage is also increasing. Possible candidates include Li-O 2  
batteries, which are the subject of rapidly increasing focus worldwide despite 
being in their infancy of understanding. This excitement owes to the high 
energy density of Li-O 2  (up to 2−3 kWh kg  − 1 ), theoretically much higher 
compared to that of other rechargeable systems, and the open “semi-fuel” 
cell battery confi guration that uses oxygen as the positive electrode material. 
To bring Li-O 2  batteries closer to reality as viable energy storage devices, and 
to attain suitable power delivery, understanding of the underlying chemistry 
is essential. Several concepts have been proposed in the last year to account 
for the function and target future design of Li-O 2  batteries and these are 
reviewed. An overview is given of the efforts to understand oxygen reduction/
evolution and capacity limitations in these systems, and of electrode and elec-
trolyte materials that are suitable for non-aqueous and hybrid (nonaqueous/
aqueous) cells. 
  1. Introduction 

 Our global society is becoming increasingly energy dependent: 
projections are that our energy demands will easily double 
within the next 15 years as nations around the world strive for 
a common level of development and infrastructure. This poses 
problems as we approach an age of diminishing petroleum 
resources. More worryingly, oil, coal and natural gas have been 
extensively used to power automobiles, power plants and fac-
tories, causing a dramatic build-up of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere. While a transition from combustion engine pow-
ered automobiles to electric vehicles will not solve all of these 
problems, it is nonetheless an important goal that will help 
us sustain our standard of living and minimize urban pollu-
tion without sacrifi cing the environment. Such a transition is 
underway with a more widespread incursion of hybrid elec-
tric vehicles into the marketplace, and plug-in hybrid vehicles 
starting to make their mark in the last two years. However, no 
currently developed battery chemistries meet the energy storage 
requirements for pure electric vehicles that make them highly 
palatable to consumers. Enthusiastic adoption of electrifi ed 
transport is very dependent on developing higher energy density 
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storage batteries to extend the comfort-
able driving range and reduce costs, thus 
making electric vehicles and hybrid elec-
tric vehicles more practical. 

 Battery chemistries that do not operate 
on the basis of intercalation chemistry, 
such as lithium-sulfur and lithium-oxygen, 
are amongst those which offer the best pos-
sibility of achieving such goals. Lithium-
oxygen (Li-O 2 ) batteries were proposed in 
the 1970s for automotive transportation, 
and yet they began to receive worldwide 
attention just this decade. Interest has 
increased very sharply recently, with over 
100 research articles published in the last 
two years alone. This excitement mostly 
owes to the high energy density of Li-O 2  
(up to 2−3 kWh kg  − 1 ), which is theoreti-
cally much higher compared to that of 
other rechargeable systems; and its open 
cell confi guration that uses oxygen as the 
cathode material, so that only the product is housed on board. [  1–7  ]  
Coupled with the higher effi ciency of electric propulsion sys-
tems, which have effi ciency (battery-to-wheels) of approximately 
90% compared to 12.6% tank-to-wheel effi ciency for gasoline 
powered vehicles, the Li-O 2  battery system could offer driving 
ranges that approach that of gasoline powered automobiles. [  8  ]  

 In practice, the system presents many challenges, however, 
noted ever since a rechargeable non-aqueous Li-air battery 
was introduced 15 years ago. [  9  ]  On discharge, oxygen from the 
atmosphere is reduced at the cathode, and combines with Li 
to form Li 2 O 2  (the oxygen reduction reaction or ORR): Li  +  O 2  
 ↔  Li 2 O 2  ( Figure    1  ). The peroxide is stored within the voids of 
a porous carbon black that acts as a membrane and support. 
On charge, the lithium oxides are converted back to Li and O 2  
(oxygen evolution reaction; OER). A report based on differential 
electrochemical mass spectroscopy (DEMS) showing that O 2  is 
indeed released by oxidation of Li 2 O 2 , [  10  ]  recently confi rmed by 
in-depth studies, [  11  ]  re-kindled the interest in Li-O 2  chemistry. 
Carbons act as ORR catalysts, [  3  ,  12  ]  but they are not as effective 
for OER .[    4  ,  8  ,  11  ,  13  ]  This is a major challenge in the rechargeable 
Li-air cell, the need being to reduce the substantial polarization 
on charge exhibited by most cells. [  9  ]  Although this is less of an 
issue at low discharge capacities ( < 500 mAh g  − 1  of carbon), [  14  ]  
it is a problem at the high discharge capacities that could fulfi ll 
the promise for the Li-O 2  cell.  

 Furthermore, the processes are usually more complex than 
as described. The fi rst ORR step is thought to be a one electron 
reduction that forms the highly reactive intermediate lithium 
superoxide, LiO 2 . [  3  ,  13  ,  15  ]  This radical reacts with some electro-
lytes such as propylene carbonate to prohibit the formation 
of Li 2 O 2 ; [  16  ]  and detailed elucidation of the mechanism reveals 
801wileyonlinelibrary.com
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     Figure  1 .     Systematic operation of the non-aqueous Li-O 2  cell during dis-
charge. The porous cathode is exposed to a source of oxygen and the 
spontaneous reaction of 2Li  +  O 2   →  Li 2 O 2  occurs, accompanied by fl ow 
of electrons in the external circuit. The reverse occurs on charge.  
the formation of lithium alkylcarbonates and Li 2 CO 3 . [  17  ]  DEMS 
studies have further identifi ed the critical role of the electrolyte, 
highlighting the unsuitability of alkyl carbonates. [  11  ]  Many pre-
viously published reports of both ORR and OER reactions on 
Li-air catalyzed systems are affected by this factor, since ORR 
coupled with electrolyte decomposition affects the discharge 
capacity. Although catalyzed oxidation takes place on charge, 
high polarization and the release of CO 2  (not O 2 ) are the out-
come. Although various metal oxide catalysts have been exam-
ined for ORR and OER, the nature of catalytic reactivity for 
OER of lithium peroxide is thus somewhat unclear. The proper-
ties that make a good catalyst for both ORR and OER are under 
intense current investigation; very recent reports involving 
rotating disk electrode studies on perovskites show that d-elec-
tron confi guration is an important factor in this family of mate-
rials. [  18  ]  Guidelines can also be taken from studies on aqueous 
Zn-air systems where MnO 2  and perovskite LaNiO 3- δ   have all 
been employed as ORR/OER catalysts, [  19  ]  although extension to 
non-aqueous media is not necessarily straightforward. 

 In short, the exploration of the Li-O 2  cell is at its initial stages 
and extensive research must occur before this type of battery 
can be commercially utilized. There are several well-defi ned 
challenges with the Li-O 2  battery which need to be addressed, 
in addition to acquiring a much better understanding of the 
chemistry. Suitable electrolytes and cathodes must be devel-
oped that can resist decomposition at high oxidation poten-
tials, and minimize reactivity with intermediates formed on 
cell discharge/charge. Secondly, the use of electrocatalysts in 
the cathode needs to be studied to determine their ability to 
lower the overpotentials for charge and discharge reactions 
and enhance cycle life. [  10  ]  Cleverly structured porous oxygen 
cathodes must be designed which can optimize the transport 
of all reactants to the active catalyst/carbon surfaces. Also, air-
breathing membranes must be developed that allow O 2  to pass 
through while preventing ingress of H 2 O, CO 2 , and other envi-
ronmental contaminants which limit the lifetime of the Li-O 2  
2 © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gwileyonlinelibrary.com
batteries. [  5  ]  Finally, the lithium metal anode must be protected 
to prevent reaction with trace amounts of H 2 O and O 2 , and 
inhibit dendrite formation upon charge. [  20  ]  
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Energy Mater. 2011, 2, 801–815
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     Figure  2 .     (a) FTIR spectra of a pristine electrode (Super P/ α -MnO 2 /
Kynar) and after the fi rst discharge, then charge in 1 M LiPF 6  in PC under 
O 2 . (b) Variation of voltage as cell is discharged then charged. The FTIR 
data in (a) show the spectra from the pristine electrode and the electrode 
after one cycle are identical, indicating that the products of electrolyte 
decomposition that are formed on discharge (namely C 3 H 6 (OCO 2 Li) 2 , 
Li 2 CO 3 , HCO 2 Li and CH 3 CO 2 Li) are oxidized on charging to 4.2 V as 
shown in the electrochemical curve in (b). Reprinted with permission. [  17  ]  
Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society.  
 There are currently four types of Li-O 2  batteries under 
investigation, designated by the type of electrolyte used. All 
make use of a lithium metal anode and a porous oxygen dif-
fusion cathode with lithium salts dissolved in (i) non-aqueous 
aprotic solvents, (ii) aqueous solvents, (iii) hybrid non-aqueous/
aqueous solvents, or (iv) solid-state electrolytes. The chemistry 
at the oxygen cathode differs depending on the electrolyte. 
The reactions in the aqueous and hybrid systems are identical, 
since the cathode is exposed to aqueous electrolyte in both, 
and although not as widely studied, the solid-state type Li-O 2  
battery functions similarly to the non-aqueous system. In this 
short progress report, recent developments in the non-aqueous 
and hybrid systems will be reviewed, with the assumption that 
the same conclusions and ideas are valid for the other Li-O 2  
systems. Since other reviews have covered the complexities of 
electrolyte chemistry for the non-aqueous cell, while this topic 
is briefl y discussed here, we primarily devote this article to 
updating the reader on advances in understanding ORR and 
OER processes in the Li-O 2  cell that have been achieved in the 
last two years. 

   2. Non-Aqueous Systems 

 The possible reactions in the non-aqueous Li-O 2  cell which 
occur at the cathode via a series of oxygen reduction processes 
are described below: [  4  ,  9  ,  15  ]

  O2 + Li+ + e− → LiO2 E◦ = 3.0 V vs. Li/Li+   (1)   

 2LiO2 → Li2O2 + O2 (Chemical Process)   (2)   

 LiO2 + Li+ + e− → Li2O2 E◦ = 2.96 V vs. Li/Li+   (3)   

 Li2O2 + 2Li+ + 2e− → 2Li2O E◦ = 2.91 V vs . Li/Li+   (4)    

 A direct four electron transfer process can also be proposed, 
beginning with oxygen dissociation on the surface O 2   →  
2O adsorbed ; followed by reduction 2O adsorbed   +  4 e  −    →  2O 2-  and 
reaction with Li  +  :

 O2Li4Li2O2Oadsorbed
2

2+ ++− −
2O2−;→ →4e     (5) 

Theoretically speaking, Li 2 O 2  and Li 2 O are both possible 
discharge products of the Li-O 2  cell, but Li 2 O 2  is the reac-
tion product observed in practice for voltage cut-offs above 
2.0V. [  13  ,  21,22  ]  Reaction 5 is highly disfavored for substrates with 
weak binding for oxygen such as carbons, but may play a role 
for metal catalysts as outlined in Section 2.3. Lithium peroxide 
can be decomposed electrochemically (Li 2 O 2   →  2Li  +    +  2e  −    +  O 2 ), 
or via superoxide (Li 2 O 2   →  Li  +    +  e  −    +  LiO 2 ) allowing for 
rechargeability of the non-aqueous Li-O 2  cell as elucidated in 
Section 2.4. However, as will be detailed in this report, the reac-
tivity of other components of the Li-O 2  cell—namely, the elec-
trolyte, catalyst and carbon support—directly impact both the 
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction 
(OER). We will focus on a critical discussion of the parameters 
that have been shown to have the greatest contribution to effi -
cient ORR/OER, and look ahead to how the electrochemistry 
can be improved in the future. 
© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Energy Mater. 2012, 2, 801–815
  2.1. Infl uence of Electrolyte 

 The choice of organic solvent is perhaps the most important 
factor in the performance and development of non-aqueous 
Li-O 2  cells. A good electrolyte should possess the following 
qualities: good stability against O 2   −   attack; a wide potential 
window to withstand both high oxidation potentials and be 
stable to reaction with metallic lithium; low viscosity; low vola-
tility; and high oxygen solubility. Reaction with the highly reac-
tive radical species (O 2   −  , LiO 2 ) to form decomposition products 
is especially problematic for alkylcarbonate electrolytes. They 
are highly subject to nucleophilic attack of the superoxide rad-
ical (O 2   −  ), the initial product formed from the oxygen reduc-
tion reaction (ORR) upon discharge. Their instability was made 
apparent by Mizuno et al. [  16  ]  and Freunberger et al., [  17  ]  who 
demonstrated that the cycling performance associated with 
Li-O 2  cells utilizing carbonate based electrolytes were primarily 
due to oxidation of the decomposition products of the electro-
lyte on charge, and not Li 2 O 2  ( Figure    2  ). Recent experimental 
803bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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     Figure  3 .     Simulation results demonstrating the relative impacts of 
oxygen diffusion limitations and electronic resistance of the discharge 
products (Li 2 O 2  surface passivation during discharge) at a current den-
sity of 0.47 mA/cm 2 . Reprinted with permission. [  30  ]  Copyright 2011, The 
Electrochemical Society.  
studies using chemically generated superoxide to probe its reac-
tivity with different solvents confi rm the high reactivity of pro-
pylene carbonate, and indicate that ethers such as TEGDME are 
relatively stable. [  23  ]  This is also supported by theoretical studies 
using DFT that show that ethers are more stable to the oxygen 
reduction products; [  24,25  ]  however, behavior in an actual cell, 
especially on charge at high potential in the presence of lithium 
peroxide, may be different and more investigation is necessary. 
The importance of electrolyte stability cannot be overstated, 
since this governs the nature of both the ORR and OER proc-
esses. This is currently the most challenging hurdle that must 
be overcome before any other component of the Li-O 2  cell (cata-
lyst, cathode etc.) can be properly evaluated.  

 Apart from electrolyte decomposition, a few defi ning electro-
lyte properties have a very large impact on the ORR process. 
Solvents that possess characteristics of high oxygen solubility 
as well as low viscosity are optimal. Electrolytes with these char-
acteristics show increased discharge capacity due to a higher 
concentration of oxygen in solution, as well as improved ORR 
kinetics due to improved oxygen diffusion. [  1  ,  26  ]  While these 
studies were performed in carbonate based electrolytes, the 
knowledge gained from these studies still applies to new electro-
lytes being investigated today. The applicability of ionic liquids, 
for example, is under investigation. To date, their high viscosity 
and poor oxygen diffusion has been shown to negatively affect 
the ORR process. [  27  ]  However, other important factors for Li-O 2  
cells, such as hydrophobicity (to prevent water from reaching 
the Li-metal anode) and low volatility to prevent evaporation, 
are properties of ionic liquids that makes them appealing. [  28,29  ]  

 One specifi c area of electrolyte properties that deserves 
recognition is the concept of Hard Soft Acid Base theory. [  30  ]  
O’Laire et al. explored various electrolyte systems to determine 
the effect that the donor number (DN, solvent basicity) and 
acceptor number (AN, solvent acidity) of solvents had on the 
Li-O 2  discharge product. [  3  ]  The coordination strength of solvent 
molecules to the Li  +   ions is dependent on the DN of the solvent. 
The Li  +   ion, being a hard Lewis acid, exhibits modifi ed proper-
ties based on the solvent’s coordination strength. The Li  +   ion 
will have a high affi nity for the strong basic products of oxygen 
reduction O 2  2-  and O 2 −  , and hence under normal circumstances 
with a low DN solvent (where the Li  +   still exhibits hard acid 
character), the stable reduction products are Li 2 O 2  and Li 2 O. 
Production of O 2   −  , a soft base, will either disproportionate to 
O 2  2 −   and O 2 , or undergo a direct second reduction step to O 2  2 −   
in a low DN number solvent to increase stability. [  15  ]  Hence, a 
solvent with a low DN and weak coordination for Li  +   will favor 
the production of Li 2 O 2 . High DN solvents modulate the acidity 
of Li  +   to give it the characteristics of a weak acid, resulting in 
the formation of stable Li  +  [solvent]–O 2   −   complexes due to the 
stable nature of O 2   −   in high DN solutions. The consequence of 
this is that Li 2 O 2  is not the favoured end product of O 2  reduc-
tion in the presence of the Li  +   cation. In the presence of other 
species, as in the case of alkylcarbonate electrolyte decomposi-
tion, Li  +   preferentially reacts with the more weakly basic CO 3  2 −   
ions in solution as opposed to O 2   −  , resulting in the multitude of 
Li-carbonate discharge products that are observed. [  16,17  ]  Based on 
this principle, O’Laiore et al. have defi ned TEGDME, a relatively 
low DN solvent, as a usable Li-O 2  electrolyte. [  4  ]  Thus, the use 
of HSAB theory can be utilized in a Li-O 2  system as a control 
© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gmwileyonlinelibrary.com
medium, for modulation of the Li  +   ion acidity within solution 
can lead to affi nity for different types of discharge products 
during ORR. Successful implementation of this theory can be 
used for future investigation of different electrolytes, and should 
be a prime consideration for optimization of the Li-O 2  cell. 

   2.2. Porous O 2  Electrode Architecture 

 The ultimate goal of investigations into the ORR process is to 
determine how to effectively increase the overall power density 
of the Li-O 2  cell. This could be accomplished through improve-
ment of the discharge capacity, as well as increasing the 
discharge rate (ORR kinetics) without suffering a large overpo-
tential. [  31  ]  Thus, one of the most important factors to increase 
the capacity is tailoring the porous cathode/catalyst membrane. 
In theory, the capacity of the Li-O 2  cell is determined by the 
quantity of Li 2 O 2  that is able to be accumulated on or within 
the porous cathode structure, with the blockage of available sur-
face area, catalytic sites for ORR, and/or open pores decreasing 
the capacity. [  32  ]  Controlling the rate of deposition of the product 
in order to achieve more complete pore fi lling is also impor-
tant, as nicely illustrated by Li-O 2  cell studies using CO 2 /O 2  gas 
mixtures that triple the two electron capacity of the cell (albeit 
at the expense of loss of reversibility).   [33]    This is explained by 
proposing that the reaction of O 2 •  −   with CO 2  forms stable 
soluble intermediates such as C 2 O 6  2-  which slows down the 
precipitation of Li 2 CO 3 . This reduces pore blockage, thus ena-
bling more complete consumption of O 2  (and superoxide) to 
take place. Computational studies have shown that oxygen dif-
fusion through the cathode surface and the accumulation of 
Li 2 O 2  during discharge plays a large role in both increasing the 
discharge capacity as well as lowering the overpotential associ-
ated with ORR. [  34  ]  Li 2 O 2  is an insulator by nature, and hence its 
deposition as a solid product on the cathode surface gives rise 
to electronic resistance that exacerbate any oxygen transport 
issues arising due to pore occlusion. Some theoretical results 
are shown in  Figure    3  . [  34  ]  It was determined from these studies 
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Energy Mater. 2011, 2, 801–815
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     Figure  4 .     Variation of Li 2 O 2  morphology on different carbon types, dis-
charge rates, and depths of discharge. a) Toroids observed at interme-
diate galvanostatic discharge to 1880 mAhg C   − 1  at 64 mAg C   − 1  on a carbon 
nanofi ber cathode. Reprinted with permission. [  21  ]  Copyright 2011, The 
Royal Society of Chemistry. b) Our toroids observed at an intermediate 
discharge of 6000 mAh/g c  on a Ketjen Black based cathode. c) and 
d) Discharged air electrodes using functionalized graphene sheets with 
C/O  =  14 and C/O  =  100, respectively. The white arrows, placed by the 
original authors, indicate Li 2 O 2  formation. Reprinted with permission. [  39  ]  
Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society.  
that Li 2 O 2  passivation limits the accumulation on the cathode 
surface to tens of nanometers, occupying a volume fraction of 
the porous electrode of only a few percent before it ultimately 
terminates the discharge process. If such homogenous thin-
fi lm coverage of the cathode surface with Li 2 O 2  occurs, this 
would greatly decrease the catalytic activity of the carbon and 
limit the supply of reactants (Li  +  /O 2 ); furthermore, the subse-
quent high impedance of the cathode would require an even 
higher overpotential. This is obviously not an ideal situation 
to obtain maximum discharge capacity. Therefore, carefully 
designed cathode structure and carbon architecture are critical 
in order to maximize the total pore volume while minimizing 
the ORR limitations caused by Li 2 O 2  deposition by controlling 
the precipitation.  

 It is generally agreed upon that the discharge capacity of a 
Li-O 2  cell is not so much determined by the surface area or 
pore volume of the cathode alone, but by a more complicated 
relationship involving the surface area in relation to the types 
of pores that comprise the cathode membrane structure, and 
the nature of the carbon which acts as an ORR catalyst. [  35–37  ]  
Comparing different commercially available carbon blacks 
as well as in-house synthesized mesocellular carbon foam, it 
seems that there is no relationship between discharge capacity 
and surface area. [  36  ]  This may be an observation restricted to 
this group of carbons. The more important factor affecting 
discharge capacity is probably the pore volume of the carbon; 
and more specifi cally, the pore volume that is attributed to 
mesopores. [  8  ,  37  ]  The discharge product must be housed either 
at the surface of the cathode or within the cathode pores. A 
carbon material with a large surface area comprised of micro-
pores will restrict the capacity because the peroxide crystal-
lites that are deposited are too large to be accommodated. 
Larger mesopores are able to easily house these discharge 
products, and hence the cathode is able to utilize much more 
surface area, resulting in a higher discharge capacity. How-
ever, all the aforementioned studies on which these conclu-
sions are based utilized propylene carbonate (PC) as the 
electrolyte, which has since been shown to undergo decom-
position as mentioned previously. The observed capacities 
associated with these studies are not for the production of 
Li 2 O 2 , but instead represent capacities for electrolyte decom-
position and its resultant deposition products (Li-based alkyl/
carbonates). [  17  ]  Regardless, the studies still demonstrate the 
importance of cathode morphology and porosity for optimum 
storage, and hence cathode architecture will still be a promi-
nent determinant of overall Li-O 2  cell capacity once suitable 
electrolytes are found. 

 With much focus of the Li-O 2  fi eld garnered towards fi nding 
suitable electrolytes, most recent literature has not yet reported 
much insight regarding the role of carbon and discharge 
capacity in new stable electrolytes where Li 2 O 2   is  formed. 
The performance of new carbon based materials - aside from 
commercially available carbon black - has proven to be very 
successful when used in conjunction with a stable electro-
lyte, however. Mitchell et al. have used carbon nano-fi bers as 
a free standing cathode structure, eliminating the need for a 
binder. [  21  ]  This electrode design demonstrates an exceptionally 
high discharge capacity of 7,200 mAh g c   − 1 , the result of deposi-
tion of characteristic Li 2 O 2  large “toroids” on the carbon surface 
© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Energy Mater. 2012, 2, 801–815
as displayed in  Figure    4  . The toroidal morphology of the Li 2 O 2  
is very interesting, because it gives rise to very non-uniform 
surface coverage. Nor is the size of the product within the tens 
of nanometer size limitation for which ORR termination was 
theoretically determined to occur. [  8  ,  34  ]  At the time of that report, 
this was the highest capacity reported, and it was suggested that 
the inhomogeneous surface coverage reduces the surface resist-
ance, allowing for more complete discharge. Our own studies, 
which also reveal toroid formation and high capacities, are in 
accord with this speculation although the type of the carbon, 
and its overall electronic conductivity is also a factor.  

 Very recent studies have turned to a graphene as a different 
lightweight, conductive and catalytically active surface. With 
respect to aprotic electrolyte Li-O 2  cells, two reports have been 
published recently which studied catalyst-free graphene as 
the positive electrode. Yoo et al. focused on the cycling capa-
bilities of graphene (in a carbonate based electrolyte), [  38  ]  while 
Xiao et al. utilized a hierarchical porous graphene in a primary 
(i.e., non-recharged) Li-O 2  cell, to obtain an extremely high dis-
charge capacity of 15000 mAh g c   − 1 . [  39  ]  Of interest in this report 
is that the ORR product, confi rmed to be Li 2 O 2 , takes on a com-
pletely different morphology compared to the toroids reported 
by Mitchell et al. discussed above. [  21  ]  The deposited Li 2 O 2  
appears to be small nanometer sized particles that are isolated 
from one another. This is intriguing owing to the fact that the 
ultra-high capacity is obtained with no visible blockage of pores 
as occurred for the toroid structures once maximum discharge 
was reached. [  21  ]  These structures, much like the toroids, do 
not show uniform surface passivation that was predicted to 
805bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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be a limiting factor for ORR. [  34  ]  The proposed explanation for 
this observation is supported through DFT calculations, which 
reveal that the degree of Li 2 O 2  formation is dependent on sur-
face defects present on the graphene. Li 2 O 2  is more strongly 
bound to defect sites and surface functional groups compared 
to that of defect free graphene sites. This is a key reason for 
both the high discharge as well as the small Li 2 O 2  particle for-
mation. [  39  ]  The specifi c nature of the graphene surface/Li 2 O 2  
interaction also gives rise to limited aggregation among Li 2 O 2  
particles as a result of this being energetically unfavorable. The 
result experimentally demonstrates that the binding of Li 2 O 2  to 
the cathode surface directly impacts not only the total discharge 
capacity but also affects the deposited product morphology. 
Furthermore, the binding energy is dependent upon both the 
fraction of defects on the graphene surface, as well as the sur-
face functional groups. The lack of surface passivation and no 
observable pore occlusion demonstrates that the presence of 
surface defects and functional groups aid in overcoming the 
transport and conductivity issues that are associated with com-
plete Li 2 O 2  surface coverage. Through the restriction of Li 2 O 2  
production to defect sites and limitation of their agglomeration 
size to within a few nanometers (to essentially maintain surface 
Li 2 O 2  and not bulk), the cathode surface will maintain its high 
electrical conductivity, [  40  ]  utilize more surface area, and better 
permit oxygen diffusion to the surface. Utilization of a tailored 
carbon material that allows one to modulate the morphology of 
the discharge product has signifi cant implications for increased 
ORR performance as well as improved OER performance: 
smaller, better dispersed Li 2 O 2  should ultimately lead to supe-
rior cycling stability, although cell charging was not examined 
in the study. Hence, the amount of control that the cathode 
provides over the Li-O 2  ORR reaction is quite clear. Exploring 
the role of surface defects for Li-O 2  ORR is an important direc-
tion for future research, for it is clear that these defect sites 
and surface groups are key components for Li 2 O 2  nucleation. 
Intriguingly, recent reports suggest that the surface of lithium 
peroxide possesses metallic conductivity owing to the reduced 
coordination of oxygen atoms in the outer Li 2 O 2  region. [  40  ]  
Future studies focusing on fi ne tuning the parameters associ-
ated with Li 2 O 2  morphology and passivation will be a major 
contribution to Li-O 2  developments. 

   2.3. Catalysts for Oxygen Reduction 

 The effect that the carbon cathode has on ORR has been 
described above: pore volume plays a major factor in overall 
discharge capacity, and the surface defects and functional 
groups facilitate the growth of Li 2 O 2 , acting as active sites 
towards Li 2 O 2  production and aiding in the ORR process. The 
role or the necessity of a co-catalyst in ORR is less clear. An 
increase in current density on discharge creates an increase in 
the discharge overpotential that is logarithmic with respect to 
the current, and not linear as would be the case of an ohmic IR 
drop due to internal cell resistances caused by Li 2 O 2  accumula-
tion. [  41  ]  Hence, the observed overpotential must also be related 
to kinetic activation barriers, implying that a more effective 
catalyst is necessary to minimize the discharge overpotential at 
high current rates and achieve respectable power density. [  8  ]  The 
© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gwileyonlinelibrary.com
vast majority of catalysts which have been examined for non-
aqueous ORR in the Li-O 2  cell have been modeled after those 
which are highly active for ORR in aqueous solutions. [  2  ,  42  ]  Metal 
oxides, [  43  ]  and even transition metal macrocycles like CoPc used 
in the very fi rst Li-O 2  cell, [  9  ]  are widely known to have high 
activity for the reduction of oxygen in either acidic or alkaline 
aqueous media. They are used in primary (or secondary) metal-
air batteries and fuel cells. [  44  ]  The use of metal-free catalysts via 
the modifi cation of carbon by nitrogen doping is another prom-
ising avenue. [  45–47  ]  While it makes sense that these are also 
good candidates for ORR in non-aqueous media, it remains 
unclear whether they function in the same manner. There are 
studies which suggest that the discharge potential is similar in 
the presence and absence of a “catalyst”. [  4  ]  Another discrepancy 
is observed in the case of pure carbon, which shows little cata-
lytic activity for ORR in aqueous media, [  47  ]  but has signifi cant 
activity in organic aprotic solvents. [  48,49  ]  Lu et al. [  4  ]  suggest that 
the high activity of the carbon present in Li-O 2  cathodes domi-
nates the ORR kinetics, given that it is usually present in larger 
quantities than the electrocatalyst of interest. We note that the 
catalyst must be stable within the operating range of the Li-O 2  
battery. As discussed previously, the issue of electrolyte decom-
position within the operating voltage of the Li-O 2  battery is a 
major hurdle in the Li-O 2  fi eld, and thus the catalyst must also 
be inert in this respect. 

 Previous studies that investigated the role of Li-O 2  cata-
lysts have demonstrated their importance for improved Li-O 2  
performance in terms of discharge capacity, and reducing the 
overpotential. Since most of these studies were performed 
in carbonate-based electrolytes, where–unfortunately - OER 
catalysis (and cyclability) is dominated by the oxidation of the 
decomposition products, some of the proposed mechanisms 
explaining improved electrochemical performance need to be 
revisited. Nonetheless, the reduction of oxygen to form LiO 2  is 
the same regardless of the electrolyte, strongly suggesting that 
catalysts have vital roles to play by generating active sites for 
oxygen reduction, and affecting the strength of LiO 2  binding 
and the morphology of the peroxide. The underlying concepts 
provide useful information when designing a catalyst for use in 
new electrolyte systems: for example, the idea of catalyst mor-
phology. As demonstrated by Debart et al. [  2  ] , the performance 
of a metal-oxide catalyst in a Li-O 2  cell is directly infl uenced by 
its morphology. Nano-materials are prime candidates for ORR 
catalysts in a Li-O 2  cell due to their larger surface area com-
pared to their bulk counterparts. The uniform distribution of 
catalysts on the cathode surface to maximize the interaction 
between active materials and catalytic sites, as well as improved 
electrical connection between catalyst sites and the current col-
lector, have been proven to be pivotal in improving ORR of the 
Li-O 2  cell. [  50,51  ]  Inherent catalytic activity is paramount though. 
Gold, for example, appears to be an excellent ORR catalyst, 
exhibiting an onset voltage of 2.8 V and plateau of 2.7 V on dis-
charge, a 0.1 V increase compared to a pure carbon electrode. [  4  ]  
AuPt alloys have been reported to be successful bi-functional 
catalysts that target both the ORR and OER of a Li-O 2  cell, [  52  ]  
although more recent reports suggest that Pt strongly promotes 
electrolyte decomposition on charge. From a practical point of 
view, cost and availability are also important factors. The devel-
opment of bi-functional catalysts is a key area that will gain 
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Energy Mater. 2011, 2, 801–815
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     Figure  5 .     Nonaqueous Li  +  -ORR potentials at 2  μ Acm  − 2  real  as a function 
of calculated oxygen adsorption energy,  Δ  E  O  (per oxygen atom relative 
to an atom in the gas phase), relative to that of Pt. These RDE studies 
were performed in 0.1M LiClO 4  in 1,2-dimethoxyethane electrolyte, with 
the polycrystalline metal catalysts supported on a GCE. Reprinted with 
permission. [  53  ]  Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society.  
future ground once other pressing issues, such as fi nding a 
suitable electrolyte, are resolved. 

 The correlation between the Li-O 2  battery ORR voltage 
(overpotential) and catalytic behavior is not yet fully under-
stood due to the infancy of the Li-O 2  fi eld. Lu  et. al . observed 
a correlation between the activity trend for Li  +   ORR and the 
oxygen adsorption energy on a variety of catalytic surfaces. [  53  ]  
By studying a variety of noble metals it was concluded that the 
Li-O 2  activity follows a volcano-type plot, shown in  Figure    5  . 
In relation to the ORR process of a Li-O 2  cell, weak binding of 
the oxygen to the catalytic surface allows the LiO 2  to dispro-
portionate to Li 2 O 2  more easily, such has been observed on 
carbon or Au. [  54  ]  The binding energy associated with Pt and 
Pd, which show the highest activity, results in an enhancement 
of the second electron reduction of LiO 2  to favor conversion to 
 < Li 2 O  +  O adsorbed   >  instead of Li 2 O 2 ; and the O adsorbed  then under-
goes direct additional 2e  −   reduction to form Li 2 O according to 
reaction (5),  vide supra . Too strong a binding energy, as is the 
case with Ru, causes the electron transfer to be inhibited, and 
as a result, the ORR activity is reduced. Thus, it is claimed that 
the role of the catalyst affects the ORR overpotential, as well 
as the fi nal discharge product (Li 2 O 2  for weakly bonded oxygen 
species, and Li 2 O for stronger oxygen bonded species). While 
the exact mechanism of product formation is not proven, and 
no evidence is presented with respect to characterization of 
the fi nal discharge products, nonetheless there is a clear rela-
tionship established between the oxygen binding energy to the 
catalytic surface and its ORR activity.  

 The role of an ORR catalyst in a Li-O 2  cell, while still impor-
tant, is less so compared to that of an OER catalyst owing to 
the very poor abilities of carbon to conduct OER. Without effec-
tive removal of the peroxide on the oxidation cycle, clogging of 
© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Energy Mater. 2012, 2, 801–815
the active ORR sites occurs and discharge–and hence reversible 
capacity–is curtailed. In the next section, the need for OER cata-
lysts and progress on this topic will be addressed. 

   2.4. Catalysts for Oxygen Evolution 

 The oxygen evolution reaction is of great importance for indus-
trial and practical applications including water electrolysis, 
metal electrowinning, and secondary metal air batteries. Elec-
trocatalysts are required to overcome the high overpotential 
associated with this reaction in both alkaline and acidic elec-
trolytes. The fundamental electrochemistry of OER in aqueous 
solutions differs immensely from that in the non-aqueous 
Li-O 2  cell. In aqueous solutions, the source of oxygen to be 
evolved is the solvent itself (water). The complete oxidation of 
water occurs via a four-electron transfer in both alkaline and 
acid media, respectively:

 4OH− → O2 + 2H2O + 4e−
  

(6) 
  

 2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e−
  (7)    

 On the other hand, in the non-aqueous Li-O 2  cell, OER refers 
to the electrochemical decomposition of solid lithium peroxide 
products formed during discharge of the cell and could be 
either a four or two electron process, or one that has as its fi rst 
step, the formation of “a superoxide-like species”:

 Li2O → O2 + 4Li+ + 4e−
  (8)   

 Li2O2 → O2 + 2Li+ + 2e−
  (9)    

 Li Li→ + +x
+ –x xe2 − O2Li2O2    (10) 

 Li 2 O has rarely been observed however, [  13  ]  with the main dis-
charge product being Li 2 O 2 , [  22  ]  which can be electrochemically 
decomposed. Reaction 9 (or 10) remains challenging and the 
exact mechanism is still up for debate, although it is most likely 
dependent on both solvent and the morphology of the solid 
Li 2 O 2  (Figure  4 ). Compared to the ORR process, OER for the 
Li-O 2  cell has been studied much less intensively. 

 The mechanisms of the Li-O 2  discharge and charge reac-
tions were elucidated in acetonitrile on a gold electrode. [  54  ]  
It was found that the discharge process occurs through an 
“ECC” mechanism, with the initial electrochemical step 
(O 2   +  e  −    →  O 2  . −  ) being followed by two chemical steps 
(O 2  . −    +  Li  +    →  LiO 2  and 2LiO 2   →  Li 2 O 2   +  O 2 ). The fi rst order 
rate constant for the disproportionation reaction was  k   =  
2.9  ×  10  − 3  s  − 1 . The charge reaction was suggested to occur  via  
direct electrochemical oxidation of Li 2 O 2  ( reaction 9 ), because 
any formation of superoxide (reaction 10) would be expected to 
decompose the propylene carbonate electrolyte that was used. 
No decomposition was detected. In acetonitrile, the oxidation 
of LiO 2  occurs at approximately 3.5 V and Li 2 O 2  at around 
3.75 V vs. Li/Li  +  , so LiO 2  is not expected to be an intermediate 
in the oxidation process of Li 2 O 2 , since it would be unstable at 
the higher potential. In contrast, fi rst-principles calculations 
have determined that decomposition starts with Li removal to 
form a superoxide, and that the kinetic rate of OER is highly 
807bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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     Figure  6 .     (a) Representative TEM image (top right) and XRD data of PtAu/C. (b) Cyclic voltammograms of PtAu/C collected in Ar-saturated 0.5 M 
H 2 SO 4  at 50 mV/s. Insets: (left) HRTEM image of PtAu/C and (right) schematic representation of PtAu, with arrows indicating the CV signatures for 
Pt (blue) and Au (yellow). (c) Li-O 2  cell discharge/charge profi les of carbon (black, 85 mA/g carbon ) and PtAu/C (red, 100 mA/g carbon ) in the third cycle at 
0.04 mA/cm 2  electrode. (d) Background measurement during charging at 100 mA/g carbon  of Ar- and O 2 -fi lled cells (charging fi rst) for PtAu/C. Reprinted 
with permission. [  52  ]  Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.  
dependent on surface orientation. [  55  ]  Based on this, a lithium 
defi cient species could be an intermediate of the OER process, 
following reaction (10).  

 While it is somewhat unclear whether or not catalysts can 
assist in lowering the overpotential associated with this reac-
tion, the morphology of the Li 2 O 2  formed during discharge most 
defi nitely plays an important role in its subsequent oxidation 
during charge. Direct contact of solid Li 2 O 2  and a catalyst particle 
(or carbon) must be made since Li 2 O 2  has been reported to have 
zero solubility in organic electrolytes. [  56  ]  The morphology and sur-
face coverage of the catalyst is also critical to ensure contact. The 
focus on developing such catalysts should be on nanoscale mate-
rials with high surface area and uniform dispersion on the carbon 
support surface to maximize electrocatalytic area and mass activity. 

 Because of the preponderance of using carbonate-based elec-
trolytes, the published studies on OER catalysts to date have 
mostly only proven that the oxidation of  Li 2 CO 3   is catalytically 
sensitive. The Li 2 CO 3  precipitates on the surface of porous 
positive electrodes or within its pores, and little or no Li 2 O 2  is 
observed. The oxidation of Li 2 CO 3  to Li  +  , CO 2 , and O 2 , occurs 
theoretically at 4 V, [  57  ]  which is close to the potential observed in 
8 © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gwileyonlinelibrary.com
most studies. In the work of Lu et al. [  52  ] , bifunctional ORR/OER 
activity was observed on Pt-Au nanoparticles, where Au sites 
and Pt sites catalyzed ORR and OER, respectively ( Figure    6  ). 
Although this work was carried out in a PC:DME electrolyte, it 
can be observed that the average charging plateau occurred at 
 ∼ 3.6 V for the PtAu/C catalyst. The success of this catalyst can 
be explained by a variety of factors including the catalyst mate-
rial itself, the nanosized particles ( ∼ 5 nm), and the uniform 
coverage of particles on the carbon support.  

 It has been shown that ether-based electrolytes form Li 2 O 2  
upon discharge. [  11  ]  1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) and tetraethy-
lene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME) have both been used 
successfully as solvents to form the desired Li 2 O 2  product 
during discharge. While TEGDME is far more stable to O 2  . −   
attack than carbonate-based electrolytes, Bruce et al. [  58  ]  have 
observed some decomposition which results in a combina-
tion of Li 2 CO 3 , HCO 2 Li, CH 3 CO 2 Li, polyethers/esters, CO 2 , 
and H 2 O in addition to Li 2 O 2 . The amount of Li 2 O 2  formed 
on the fi rst discharge diminishes after repeated cycling in 
favor of greater electrolyte decomposition. A recent study 
that compared PC:DME and DME as solvents suggests that 
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Energy Mater. 2011, 2, 801–815
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     Figure  7 .     Gas evolution from cells employing a) 1PC:1DME and b) DME. i) Discharge-charge 
voltage curves, and corresponding ii) O 2  and iii) CO 2  evolution during charging of cells using 
various cathode catalysts. m ′  i  is the molar generation of species “i”, U is cell output voltage, and 
Q is cell charge. Reprinted with permission. [  14  ]  Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society.  
although catalysts aid in lowering the charging overpoten-
tial when PC:DME is used as the solvent, the overpotential 
is identical among the chosen catalysts when DME alone is 
the solvent. [  14  ]   Figure    7   displays the major results from this 
study. The use of differential electrochemical mass spectros-
copy (DEMS) coupled to galvanostatic cycling of the Li-O 2  
cells proved to be a very powerful tool to analyze gas evolu-
tion during charging. Their work verifi ed that of Lu et al., [  52  ]  
showing that when PC:DME was used as the electrolyte sol-
vent, Au (and Pt) catalyze ORR and Pt catalyzes OER. How-
ever, it also shows that large amounts of CO 2  are produced 
from the oxidation of lithium alkyl carbonates. In DME, only 
Pt shows catalytic activity for ORR, yet it decomposes the elec-
trolyte upon charge. This suggests that Li 2 CO 3  oxidation can 
be catalyzed, yet Li 2 O 2  oxidation cannot. It is possible how-
ever, that carbon itself is better at catalyzing the OER from 
Li 2 O 2  than the chosen catalysts of their study.  

 Giordani et al. [  59  ]  proposed that the catalytic effect of Li 2 O 2  
oxidation can be examined using the chemical decomposition of 
H 2 O 2  in aqueous solution as a probe. They related the charging 
potential of a mixture of Li 2 O 2  and various metal oxides (CuO, 
 α -Fe 2 O 3 , NiO, Co 3 O 4 , bulk  α -MnO 2 ,  α -MnO 2  nanowires, and 
© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, WeinhAdv. Energy Mater. 2012, 2, 801–815
electrolytic manganese dioxide) to the fi rst 
order rate constant ( Figure    8  ) for H 2 O 2  
decomposition according to the following 
reaction:

 2H2O2 → 2H2O + O2   (11)     

 They found that  α -MnO 2  nanowires 
had the lowest Li 2 O 2  oxidation potential of 
3.57 V vs. Li/Li  +   and the highest rate con-
stant for H 2 O 2  decomposition ( k  25  ° C   =  
0.323 s  − 1. g  − 1 ). Benbow et al. [  60  ]  also used 
this H 2 O 2  decomposition methodology and 
claimed that Ni 2 +  -doped  α -MnO 2  nanorods 
would be highly effi cient for Li 2 O 2  oxida-
tion due to their high rate constant for H 2 O 2  
decomposition ( k   =  2.7  ±  0.26s  − 1. g  − 1 ); how-
ever, no direct Li 2 O 2  decomposition experi-
ments were performed. They also noted that 
MnO 2  is itself decomposed in the presence 
of H 2 O 2  which could be problematic at high 
oxidation potentials. While this method of 
screening catalysts for OER in the Li-O 2  looks 
promising, further studies must be carried 
out in non-carbonate-based electrolytes. 

 The fact that metal oxide catalysts such as 
manganese dioxides are effi cient at hydrogen 
peroxide decomposition (reaction 11) also 
suggests that they  could  engage in the chem-
ical decomposition of lithium peroxide, ie., 
(2Li 2 O 2   →  2Li 2 O  +  O 2 ). This is a non-elec-
trochemical process, however, that would 
be detrimental to the Li-O 2  cell owing to the 
diffi cult in oxidizing Li 2 O. A suitable OER 
catalyst would need to be specifi c for elec-
trochemical oxidation and inert to triggering 
chemical decomposition.    
 3. Hybrid Systems 

 Attempts to alleviate the problematic issues of rechargeable 
non-aqueous Li-O 2  cells have led to the design of some unique 
hybrid prototypes that merge benefi ts with aqueous batteries. 
Aqueous cells Li-O 2  cells effectively function by virtue of a 
three-layer electrolyte system comprised of a metallic lithium 
anode protected with a solid-state electrolyte (a lithium superi-
onic-conducting glass fi lm), where the interface between them 
is sandwiched with a thin buffer (electrolyte) polymer to prevent 
reduction of the solid electrolyte. [  61–63  ]  An aqueous electrolyte 
is used on the cathode (air) side. Hybrid systems, in contrast, 
replace the thin electrolyte polymer buffer with a more substan-
tial organic electrolyte solvent compartment that interfaces to 
the ion conducting membrane; and also uses an aqueous elec-
trolyte on the cathode side. [  64–68  ]  

 Possibly the most intriguing hybrid-type power system 
proposed so far for high rate capabilities is the “lithium–air 
capacitor–battery based on a hybrid electrolyte”. [  69  ]  The power 
performance of any Li-O 2  battery is limited by the low diffusion 
rate of O 2  within the porous oxygen electrode and, in the case 
809eim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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     Figure  8 .     (a) The volume of gas produced (H 2 O 2   →  H 2 O  +  1/2O 2 ) from 
different catalysts with time. Volumes are measured at constant temper-
ature (25  ° C) and constant atmospheric pressure.  V o (58 mL in these 
experiment conditions) corresponds to the volume of O 2  measured at 
 t  ∞   , over various powdered oxides. (b) First galvanostatic charge (Li 2 O 2  
oxidation) for various Li-O 2  cells.  T   =  25  ° C,  i   =  70 mA/g carbon  in 1 M 
LiPF 6  in propylene carbonate,  P   =  1 atm dry O 2 . Cathode compositions: 
carbon/catalyst/Li 2 O 2 /binder/PC (10/17/10/13/50 wt%), and carbon/
Li 2 O 2 /binder/PC (13/11/17/59 wt%) for catalyst free electrode. (c) H 2 O 2  
decomposition rate constant (Ln  k  25  ° C ) as a function of the Li 2 O 2  decom-
position charge voltage of Li–O 2  cells. Reprinted with permission. [  59  ]  
Copyright 2010, The Electrochemical Society.  
of hybrid systems, poor conductivity of the solid-state LISICON 
electrolyte. Standalone Li-O 2  cells will not have the capabilities 
to reach the high power demand for future electric vehicles. 
In the Li-O 2  capacitor-battery system, a capacitor electrode is 
added to the nonaqueous electrolyte solution to function as an 
additional cathode, in parallel with the air catalytic cathode con-
tained in an aqueous electrolyte. When high power is needed, 
the capacitor cathode would play the main role of peak power 
0 © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gmwileyonlinelibrary.com
output; when high energy is demanded, the air catalytic cathode 
would display its high energy character.  

 3.1. Comparison with Aqueous and Non-Aqueous Systems 

 The anodic reaction in organic electrolytes is described as 
follows: [  68  ]

  Li → Li+ + e− E◦ = −3.04 V vs. NHE   (12)    

 Obviously, a purely aqueous Li-O 2  system is not viable as 
it would result in the spontaneous reduction (decomposition) 
of water in contact with metallic lithium. [  70  ]  In 2007, PolyPlus 
showed that it is possible to protect the lithium anode with 
a water-stable lithium-ion conducting ceramic electrolyte plate 
that enabled it to be used in aqueous solutions. [  71  ]  The electro-
lyte is usually the glass ceramic provided by Ohara Inc, with 
composition Li 1 + x + y Ti 2−x Al x P 3−y Si y O 12  (sometimes called LATP). 
Typical LTAP plates have a thickness between 50 and 260  μ m 
and an ionic conductivity of 3.5  ×  10  − 4  S cm  − 1  at 25  ° C which 
adds signifi cant impedance to the cell. Since LTAP is reduced 
(ie decomposed) in direct contact with Li metal, an ionically 
conductive, stable buffer is required between the lithium 
anode and the ceramic electrolyte. Polymer and inorganic elec-
trolyte layers have been used. In early modifi cations, lithium 
conducting solid inorganic electrolytes such as Li 3 (P,N)O 3  
(LiPON) that were sputtered onto the LTAP plate were used, 
in conjunction with Cu 3 N fi lms. Although the ion conductivity 
of these layers is high, the preparative method is cumbersome 
and costly for large scale preparation. In later modifi cations, 
thin buffer layers comprised of polymer electrolytes such as 
poly(ethylene oxide) with salts such as Li(CF 3 SO 2 )N or LiTFSI 
and inorganic additives proved more suitable. This owes to 
their chemical compatibility with both Li and solid state elec-
trolyte components and their high ionic conductivity. [  8  ,  70  ]  More 
recently, this concept transformed to the “hybrid” cell. Here, 
the thin polymer electrolyte is replaced with a compartment 
containing a conventional liquid organic electrolyte based on 
alkylcarbonate mixtures, and separated from the aqueous elec-
trolyte compartment by an ion conducting LTAP membrane. 
Thus, the lithium negative electrode is in stable contact with 
the non-aqueous liquid electrolyte, and the positive cathode is 
in contact with the aqueous electrolyte. Transfer of Li  +   through 
the ion conducting membrane maintains charge balance in 
the cell. 

 The major advantage of an aqueous electrolyte on the 
cathode side is the lack of insoluble lithium oxide product 
build-up which occurs during discharge in the non-aqueous 
cell. In addition, incombustible aqueous electrolytes circum-
vent the safety issues with organic electrolytes. [  69  ]  A disad-
vantage is much lower volumetric capacity compared to a 
nonaqueous cell. The voltage profi les of the fi rst two cycles of a 
carbonate-based non-aqueous cell are compared to the voltage 
profi les for the fi rst cycle of a hybrid cell at various current 
densities in  Figure    9  . The poor cycling and 1.4 V gap between 
the discharge and charge plateaus are attributed to insoluble 
products formed from electrochemical reactions in the non-
aqueous system. In the hybrid system, the reaction products 
are soluble in aqueous solutions, and thus, a voltage gap of as 
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Energy Mater. 2011, 2, 801–815
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     Figure  9 .     (a) Voltage profi les of fi rst two cycles and cycling perform-
ance of non-aqueous electrolyte lithium-air cell charge and discharged at 
0.2 mAcm  − 2 . (b) Voltage profi les at different current density of recharge-
able lithium-air cell with hybrid electrolyte. Reprinted with permission. [  67  ]  
Copyright 2011, The Electrochemical Society.  
little as 0.3 V is observed at a low current density. The cathodic 
reactions which occur are dependent on the alkalinity of the 
electrolyte: [  68  ] 

 

Basic conditions : O2 + 2H2O + 4e− → 4OH−

E◦ = 0.402 V vs. NHE   (13)   

 

Acidic conditions : O2 + 4H+ + 4e− → 2H2O

E◦ = 1.229 V vs. NHE   (14)     

 The solid LISICON electrolytes used are, unfortunately, 
unstable in both strong acidic and strong basic solutions which 
is a limitation for long-term use in a hybrid Li-O 2  cell. [  72  ]  In 
basic conditions, the concentration of OH  −   rises with increasing 
depth of discharge, yet LiOH has limited solubility (12.8 g/100 g 
H 2 O at room temperature). [  64  ]  To overcome this issue, Wang 
and Zhou proposed that the hybrid Li-O 2  battery be engineered 
as a “Lithium-Air Fuel Cell,” similar to the H 2 -O 2  fuel cell where 
the supplied O 2  could be continuously reduced to OH  −  . [  64  ]  The 
© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Energy Mater. 2012, 2, 801–815
excess LiOH precipitate could be removed mechanically and 
used in the process of producing and replenishing the metallic 
lithium anode. 

 Considering the standard equilibrium potentials of the above 
equations, a higher cell voltage can be obtained by using an 
acidic electrolyte. However, acidic (or neutral) solutions will 
inevitably become alkaline after long-term use. Also, catalyst 
development for ORR (and OER) in acidic electrolytes is a 
greater challenge, and is, for the most part, limited to expensive 
noble metals. These issues can perhaps again be overcome with 
careful design and engineering.   

 3.2. Development of ORR Catalysts in Hybrid Cells 

 Most initial studies on hybrid Li-O 2  cells utilized Pt as the elec-
trocatalyst as a “proof-of-concept”. [  61–63  ,  72  ]  The Pt catalyst was 
undoubtedly chosen since it is a model catalyst for ORR, with 
catalytic activity which is diffi cult to match particularly in acidic 
media. [  73  ]  Lui and Xing [  74  ]  examined the effect of Li  +   ions on the 
ORR in an acidic electrolyte on a Pt catalyst. They found that 
they have very little effect on the active surface sites, as demon-
strated by using cyclic voltammetry in 1 M H 2 SO 4  with varying 
concentrations of Li 2 SO 4 . A considerable decrease in the diffu-
sion limited current density with increasing [Li  +  ] concentration 
was observed on ORR using a rotating disk electrode. The team 
attributed this solely to the lower rate of oxygen diffusion in the 
acidic electrolyte containing more Li  +  . Imanishi et al., [  61,62  ,  72  ]  
used Pt immersed in a LiCl solution as the O 2  catalytic elec-
trode. Here, only the oxygen dissolved in the electrolyte can be 
reduced. Both the low solubility of O 2  in water and its slow dis-
solution/diffusion rate cannot support long-time continuous 
discharge, especially at high discharge current density. [  64  ]  These 
results could imply that the Li  +   concentration will have little 
negative effect on the ORR in a hybrid Li-O 2  cell if a gas dif-
fusion layer is used. The desired reaction site is a three-phase 
interface (solid-liquid-gas) since the concentration of dissolved 
O 2  in the electrolyte is quite low. 

 Recently, Zhou et al. [  64–66  ,  68,69  ]  and Wang et al. [  67  ]  have begun 
to explore alternative catalysts to Pt. In two separate studies, [  64  ,  69  ]  
cathodes were fabricated with Mn 3 O 4 /activated carbon com-
posites as catalytic layers coupled to gas diffusion layers. This 
design cleverly utilizes the three-phase ORR interface. [  75  ]  In the 
lithium-air capacitor-battery, [  69  ]  an additional activated carbon 
capacitor was used. The Mn 3 O 4  catalyst appears to have high 
ORR catalytic activity in alkaline solution. During a lengthy 
discharge process, the air electrode delivered a capacity of 
50000 mAhg  − 1  based on the total mass of catalytic electrode 
(carbon  +  binder  +  catalyst). [  64  ]  This is, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the highest capacity reported in any Li-O 2  system to date. 

 A copper catalyst was also found to trigger ORR based on a 
copper corrosion mechanism in alkaline media. [  66  ]  Copper cor-
rosion occurs spontaneously in aqueous media in the presence 
of O 2  (4Cu  +  O 2   →  2Cu 2 O). If the formed Cu 2 O on the surface 
of the Cu can be reduced with electrons fed from the external 
circuit, it can be converted back to metallic Cu (Cu 2 O  +  H 2 O  +  
2e  −    →  2Cu  +  2OH  −  ), the overall reaction being effectively an 
ORR reaction. In this manner, metallic Cu was used to cata-
lyze ORR in a hybrid Li-O 2  cell. Because Cu is an inexpensive 
811bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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     Figure  10 .     a) Schematic representation of the Li–O 2  cell with a TiN cata-
lyst based air catalytic electrode in a hybrid electrolyte. b) Electrochemical 
polarization curves of catalyst layer in HAc/LiAc aqueous solution dis-
playing ORR activity. Reprinted with permission. [  68  ]  Copyright 2011, The 
Royal Society of Chemistry.  
material and it is already commonly used in the fabrication of 
batteries as a current collector, with some further work, it could 
be implemented as a standalone catalyst (no carbon support). 
Templating nanostructured Cu into a porous framework is a 
possible future avenue of study. 

 Although acidic electrolytes are desirable, almost all ORR 
catalysts based on metal oxides are unstable in acid, and Pt and 
Pt-alloys are generally necessary to obtain suitable perform-
ance. Zhou et al. [  68  ]  tested a non-noble metal catalyst alterna-
tive, TiN, in a weak acidic electrolyte (LiAc saturated 90 vol% 
HAc aqueous solution). The TiN electrocatalyst had an onset 
potential of 3.8 V vs. Li/Li  +   for ORR, which was much higher 
than that of carbon (3.4 V), yet still inferior to Pt (4.0 V) as seen 
in  Figure    10  . Although this catalyst cannot compete with Pt in 
its current state, it is possible that new synthesis methods to 
create nanostructured TiN would enhance greatly its perform-
ance. Well dispersed and nano-sized catalysts would bring 
about high activities as a result of an increase of reaction sites 
and an improvement of the rate limiting step which affect the 
12 © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gwileyonlinelibrary.com
kinetics (not the thermodynamics). The TiN which was used in 
the study (obtained from a commercial source) had a relatively 
small surface area (12 m 2  g  − 1 ) consisting of particles ranging in 
size from 0.2–1.5  μ m. The exploration of other non-noble metal 
catalysts for ORR in acidic electrolytes [  76  ]  could also potentially 
provide acceptable results.    

 3.3. Bifunctional Catalysts in Hybrid Cells 

 The above mentioned studies on catalysts have focused on pri-
mary (i.e., non rechargeable) hybrid cells (ORR only). Bifunc-
tional catalysts which have the ability to catalyze both ORR and 
OER in aqueous media have been studied for the application of 
secondary zinc-air batteries, but little has been done on Li-O 2  
cells. [  19  ]  Research on bifunctional oxygen catalysts have mainly 
focused on metal oxides of the pyrochlore, perovskite, and 
spinel structures in alkaline solution. [  18  ,  70  ,  77,78  ]  The combina-
tion of theoretical and experimental studies afforded by recent 
techniques has improved our understanding of their function, 
building upon the past studies in this area as described below, 
allowing new fi ndings and breakthroughs to be made. 

 Wang et al. [  67  ]  are the fi rst to examine a spinel for its bifunc-
tional catalytic activity in a hybrid Li-O 2  cell. The group grew 
CoMn 2 O 4  nanoparticles on graphene as a catalyst for both ORR 
and OER in alkaline aqueous media. The cycling performance 
of a non-aqueous and a hybrid Li-O 2  cell were also compared. 
It was found that the ORR activity was comparable to that of 
a Pt/C catalyst, with an onset potential that was only 90 mV 
more negative. The OER activity was also substantial. Com-
pared to a bare glassy carbon electrode, the onset potential is 
50 mV lower while the current at 0.5 V vs. Hg/Hg 2 SO 4  is more 
than fi ve times higher. Interestingly, a graphene coated glassy 
carbon electrode appears to have zero OER activity, indicating 
that the CoMn 2 O 4  nanoparticles alone are entirely responsible 
for the OER with graphene as an inert support. Further confi r-
mation of the high mass activity afforded by high surface area 
materials for ORR/OER comes from the work of Cheng et al., 
who reported the synthesis of nanocrystalline M x Mn 3−x O 4  (M  =  
divalent metal) spinels by a room temperature method. [  77  ]  They 
were able to crystallize  either  the cubic or tetragonal spinel 
phases by this technique, with surface areas approaching 
120 m 2  g  − 1 . These outperformed the bulk (high temperature-
produced) spinels for ORR in aqueous media with respect to 
onset potential and current response. This was attributed to the 
high concentration of surface defects which provide more cata-
lytic active sites. The expected four-electron reduction process 
was indicated from quantitative analysis. Interestingly, experi-
ment and theory both demonstrated that the cubic CoMn 2 O 4  
spinel has a higher activity for ORR than the tetragonal phase, 
but the opposite is true for OER due to the dissimilar binding 
energies for oxygen absorption on the cobalt and manganese 
defect sites. These fi ndings could guide further catalyst design 
studies. 

 Useful fundamental guidelines, or predictors of ORR and 
OER activity in aqueous media, also arise from very recent work 
reported on perovskite catalysts. In examining ORR activity of 
a range of perovskite oxides with various A-site (La 1−x Ca x BO 3 , 
La 1 + x BO 3 + x ) and B-site (LaB 1−x B x ’O 3 ) substitutions, the authors 
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Energy Mater. 2011, 2, 801–815
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were able to ascertain the material properties that determine 
their intrinsic ORR activities. [  18  ]  Based on an experimental elec-
trochemical study of 15 perovskites examined in aqueous media 
(O 2 -saturated 0.1M KOH), together with a molecular approach to 
understand bonding, they concluded that the primary descriptor 
that governs ORR activity is the extent of  σ  ∗ -antibonding orbital 
fi lling (ie, the e g  orbital) of the transition metal ions on the sur-
face. They demonstrated that the intrinsic ORR activity of the 
perovskites exhibits a classic “volcano” plot as a function of the 
e g -fi lling of the transition metal B ions. This was explained by 
assuming that the O 2  molecule absorbs “end-on” onto the sur-
face B sites–and thus the extent of the B ion e g  orbital overlap 
with the O-2p  σ   orbital determines the energy gained by adsorp-
tion/desorption. If this is the rate determining step of ORR, the 
degree of e g -fi lling should be paramount. Based on the data, they 
suggested that too little e g -fi lling results in B-O 2  bonding that is 
too strong, whereas too much e g -fi lling results in B-O 2  bonding 
that is too weak. Optimum activity was found for an e g -fi lling 
of about one–the prime examples being LaMnO 3 +  δ  , LaCoO 3 , 
and LaNiO 3  - suggesting the importance of a single e g  electron 
confi guration for ORR catalysis. The diffi culty in accurately 
determining electron confi gurations in these materials lends 
a certain amount of speculation to the analysis, but the overall 
trends are nonetheless clear. They are also in accord with the 
well-known properties of these materials: for example, the high 
catalytic activity of LaNiO 3  for ORR in primary Zn-air cells. 

 Similar conclusions were drawn for OER in aqueous solution 
using perovskites by the same authors. [  77  ]  Again, their studies 
concluded that near-unity occupancy of the e g  orbital of the sur-
face transition metal ions and a high degree of covalent bonding 
to oxygen enhances the intrinsic OER activity in alkaline solu-
tion. Electrochemical studies of a range of A 1−x A′ x B y B′ 1−y O 3  per-
ovskites using rotating-disk electrodes in 0.1M KOH solution 
also yielded a volcano-plot. Optimum activity was found for 
Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 Co 0.8 Fe 0.2 O 3− δ  , with a proposed electronic confi guration 
of (t 2g ) 5 (e g ) 1.2 , an activity that was slightly higher than the “single 
e g  electron perovskites” mentioned above in the context of ORR. 
Notably, Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 Co 0.8 Fe 0.2 O 3− δ   is best known as an excellent 
SOFC cathode for O 2  reduction at elevated temperatures. Sim-
ilar arguments to explain OER activity were used as in the case 
of the ORR study; in this case, that the e g  fi lling of the B cations 
infl uences the binding of the OER intermediates to the oxide 
surface. The fact that the same principles appear to guide both 
high ORR and OER activity in these oxides in aqueous solution 
bode well for the design of bifunctional catalysts for hybrid Li-O 2  
cells, although they have not yet been explored for such studies. 

 Recently, Yoo and Zhou [  65  ]  studied metal-free graphene 
nanosheets (GNSs) as catalysts for a hybrid Li-O 2  recharge-
able battery. The high activity of the GNSs was attributed to sp 3  
bonding associated with edge and surface defect sites. These 
edge and surface defects aid in the dissociation of O 2  from 
air to atomic oxygen, which then migrates to the GNS surface 
and combines with H 2 O molecules to form OH  −  . On the other 
hand, improved cycling stability at the cost of higher overpo-
tentials for ORR and OER was observed for heat-treated GNSs, 
thought to be due to the removal of surface functional groups 
upon heating and graphitization of the surface. Corrosion of the 
air cathode is suspected to result from the oxidation of carbon, 
forming Li 2 CO 3 . The heat-treated GNSs cannot be oxidized as 
© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Energy Mater. 2012, 2, 801–815
readily by the oxygen atoms released in the charge process. 
There is some contradiction when the work on the GNSs is 
compared to that of Wang et al. [  67  ]  since no OER activity was 
evident in the latter case for graphene on its own. It could, how-
ever, be that the surface functionality of the graphene is sub-
stantially different in the two cases since Wang et al. [  67  ]  focused 
on the CoMn 2 O 4  nanoparticles and did not completely analyze 
the graphene support. 

 With such few studies on ORR and/or OER electrocatalysts 
for the hybrid Li-O 2  system, there are endless avenues yet to be 
explored. Again, the focus should be towards fi nding inexpen-
sive alternatives to noble metals like Pt.    

 4. Concluding Remarks 

 In the non-aqueous Li-O 2  system, most initial research has 
employed carbonate-based electrolytes. It is hopefully now uni-
versally recognized that these electrolytes decompose in the 
presence of the superoxide radical, the initial ORR product. 
They should no longer be used in research on non-aqueous 
Li-O 2  cells. Although ether based electrolytes such as DME and 
TEGDME, and their silyl-ether derivatives appear to be relatively 
stable in the presence of superoxide on discharge, their elec-
trochemical behavior (especially on charge) remains to be thor-
oughly investigated. The search is on for new electrolytes which 
are fully stable on cycling. In the meantime, investigations on 
how the porous O 2  electrode architecture effects the housing of 
the solid discharge product (Li 2 O 2 ) and overall capacity of the 
cell is still of paramount interest. Knowledge of the role of ORR 
catalysts is non-aqueous solvents containing Li  +   salts is also 
of importance, particularly to answer the question of whether 
or not carbon itself is suffi cient at catalyzing this reaction. It 
seems somewhat evident that OER catalysts will be necessary; 
however, this has also been questioned recently and requires 
more examination in non-carbonate-based electrolytes. 

 Far fewer studies have been devoted to hybrid non-aqueous/
aqueous Li-O 2  cells. These are promising since they have the 
advantages of having soluble discharge products, as well as the 
possibility of being treated as a “fuel cell” rather than a bat-
tery depending on the design. Because these make use of an 
aqueous electrolyte on the O 2  side, concepts of ORR electrocatal-
ysis can be adapted from the more established fi elds of aqueous 
fuel cells and other metal air batteries. Also, for rechargeable 
hybrid Li-O 2  systems, electrocatalysts for OER can be tailored 
from those used in water electrolysis, metal electrowinning, 
and secondary metal air batteries. Overall, a necessity for the 
catalyst in any Li-O 2  system is high active surface area, low cost, 
and scalability of production.  
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